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1. Nuclear Power Progress and Anti-nuclear Movement.
The mankind energy demands are expected to be in 2050 more than twice of present level. But it is clear,
that such growth and general industrial progress will be accompanied by the releases of harmful
substances, unhealthy wastes and also greenhouse gases, which can cause the climate changes.
Accordingly the contamination of the water resources and atmosphere is becoming of an urgent problem
of our civilisation.

Obviously, a Nuclear Power has to be considered as a basic means of solving the future energetic
problems of our civilisation. It does not create greenhouse gases, it is rather economically effective and
sufficient safe.

Now everybody knows that the society is in a conflict situation- there is a powerful movement of «green»
forces against the nuclear power.

Main cause of that position is a general fear of irradiation, an unwillingness to be contaminated by the
radioactive products, a widespread misunderstanding that "any level radiation exposure is dangerous".

2. Real Medical Consequences of the Chernobyl Accident
A Chernobyl accident greatly influenced on the public non-acceptance of radiation risk.

A very important result of the Chernobyl accident was a dissemination of stable allergy to everything
connected with "the atom". Such public reaction was called as a radiophobia or more exactly «post-
accident traumatic stress», although it is «a wrong identification)) case. All such public mental disorders
are very complicated for treatment.

In reality medical consequences of Chernobyl accident are much less than declared ones. The assessments
of risk made just after an accident are greatly overestimated. The reports in [1] are contained the last
demographic data about health of population in Russia, Belarus and Ukraine. The cancer risk estimations
based on Cosyma approach show that the expected cancer values are in the vicinity of 1 % of spontaneous
rates. But it is possible to expect that such effects for chronic irradiation can be even on the order of value
less.
Free or involuntary exaggerating of radiation consequences of Chernobyl accident leads to serious
economic loses, to significant ineffective expenses during the accidents and after it.

3. About of Linear-Non-Threshold Concept as a main feature of ICRP-60 Recommendations.
It is well known that as a result of long discussions in some Internationa] Organisations
(ICRP,UNSCEAR) a concept of the linear no-threshold (LNTC) dependence of radiation detriment and
dose exposure has been approved as a conservative tool for proper construction and operation of the
NPPs [2].

Essential, that for radiation regulation the data about victims of bombardments of Japanese cities in 1945
have been used. Obviously, the big doses and great dose rate in such events created a great deal of
conservatism in approach.
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It is appropriate to recall, that Dr H.Davidson in his book [3] declared very correctly: "Although a 600-r
instantaneous dose of gamma radiation would produce nearly 100 percent mortality in human, that same
dose received as continuous radiation over a sufficiently long period and correspondingly reduced rate
would produce no deaths at all".

Now a current radiation protection approach, based on ICRP-60 Recommendation, is under critics of
many scientific organisations and specialists [4,5]. A main fault of such system is in an ignorance of
adaptive features of the livings. The great difference between prompt and prolonged exposures was taken
into account with the Dose and Dose Rate Effects Factor (DDREF) a value of which equals 2.

The concept LNTC is based on an unwarranted extrapolation of data of A-bombardment of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki with high levels and high rate of the exposition to very low levels and very low rates of
irradiation typical for population exposure after NPP accident.

Now in some scientific societies the intense discussions about LNTC validity are started [6].

4. About irradiation effects in cells.
After many years of research the deterministic and stochastic radiation effects caused by a destruction of
structures in the DNA molecules have been identified. First -as a loss functions of the organ in the bodies,
second after chronic irradiation-as a possibilities of carcinogenesis and genetic hereditary diseases. The
first aren't fixed if the doses are less some threshold values, the probabilities of second one increased with
the doses. It was very important, that stochastic effects were dependent on dose rates. Such features are
connected with ability of cell for damages repair and restoration of structures. It is possible to present the
interaction the radiation and biological structures as it is shown on the Fig 1 [7].
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Fig. 1 The picture of interaction of radiation and cells

The flux of ionising particles D* (t) penetrate in the body, hit and damage some cells structures and
influence on the survivability function S(t). Such actions results in creation some fluxes of lethal P(t) and
sublethal a(t) damages of cells structures. Sublethal damages can be considered as ruptures of the one
strand of DNA molecule. They can be repaired by the action of internal reparation systems. The flux u,(t)
of these restored cells return in the initial box. Some damaged cells have been incorrectly repaired and
create the flux e(t) of lethally spoiled cells. The flux p of damaged cells can be considered as a number of
ruptures of two strand of DNA molecule, which can't be restored and therefore will increase the number
of lethally damaged cells L(t). Evidently parameters a(t), P(t), |i(t), e(t) are complex function of dose
rates, sex, age and may be they are dependant upon heredity of the irradiated human being, oxygen
concentration and temperatures. But it is badly known jet.

The interaction of radiation and cell structures can be described by the systems of differential equations
d? • (IN • dl '

= -{a + P)DS + /uN , =-{iN + aDS-£N , =J3D
dt dt dt

with initial condition Si t=o=U N| t=o= Li t=o=O .
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Such system can be rewrites as a single integro-differential equation

— = -k D- S + n [a D(t') • 5(/')exp(- h(t")dt")dt' ,
dt * J

where k=a+(3, \=\L+Z.

2)

If we assume, that it is possible to put under integral S (f )«S (t), then we obtain

S(t) = 3)

This equality can be considered as a generalisation of the well known model of Blair-Davidson [3]

It is interested that after Laplas -transformation of system equations 1) and investigation of roots some
algebraic equation, we will find that a dependence of radiation effects upon doses is non-monotonic for
some dose rate band [7].

In that paper a phenomenological method of estimation of radiation effects based on idea of "practical
threshold" is proposed.

A risk of lethal cancer can be presented as R=l- exp(-E) or for small doses as
R»E=Aexp(-ocD)+B(D-D0), where Do-some practical threshold. The value of that threshold is a function
of T/x -ratio of duration of irradiation and some temporal parameter of internal processes of reparation or
elimination of damaged cells.

For Non-linear-No-Threshold approach we can write E=B[D-D0 (1 -exp(-D/D0))],
where a risk coefficient B equals B=0,l 12 l/Sv for personnel and H B=0,146 1/SV for population. From
known data it was possible to present Do=O,8(T/x)0'301 3v.

The example of computation for T=1 year is shown on Fig 2
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Fig.2 The dependence of cancer risk against dose for population and at various duration
of irradiation.

It can see, that radiation effect is dose rate dependant and decrease for long irradiation times at same dose.

5. Future of nuclear energy -in restoration public trust in its safety and effectiveness.
Nobody doubts that a public acceptance is a key point for future nuclear energy. Recent anti-nuclear
problems can be solved by calm confident interaction with public, by careful substitution of old
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troublesome image of the nuclear power on view of modern controllable technology with high level of
safety and protection of environment.

In such actions very important to convince of public that the new very strict requirements of the nuclear
safety are implemented in the design of modern NPPs.

It is also very important to assure the public that the non-proliferation of atomic arms are guaranteed by
international actions.

All PR activities have to be performed with slogan: «For recovering of nuclear power it needs to restore
in the public its good image and a thrust in inessential of small dose of irradiation ».
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